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Autism is in the public spotlight now as part of your as newresearch and information appears daily. Although in
manyways that is a positive advancement it also presents issues tofamilies and practitioners who want to match the
latestdevelopments and so are left to sift through new information bythemselves to see what is credible and relevant for
them. Those taking the time to learn through this superbvolume will find it period well spent that will pay back
dividends inmany different ways. Since we each don’t have our own research assistants onstaff, I am delighted to
recommend this wonderful book by FredVolkmar and Lisa Wiesner. The result is abook that delivers the best and most
comprehensive informationabout latest scientific developments and an outstanding practical guidefor how they are
getting applied and what we are learning in theprocess. Both of these talented professionalleaders possess combined
their scientific skills and understanding ofthe field with great practical experience and tips about howresearch could be
translated into medical practice.FOREWORD by Gary B.The format also lends itself to understanding the complex
issuesand their implications through excellent charts, question andanswer sections, and chapters that change from
describing diagnosticissues to stating very specifically how exactly to expand and evaluate theservices one receives. The
comprehensive references and listsof additional resources also add significantly to the overallpackage.As a professional
focused on understanding scientific advancesand helping families and teachers to work with them most effectively,I am
very pleased with an ally like this book available. Mesibov, Ph.Each of usneeds a personal research assistant who can
determine whichinformation we have to pay attention to and tell us how itmight affect our day to day work and the kids
we are living with orserve., Professor andDirector of TEACCH, Treatment and Education of Autistic and
RelatedCommunication Handicapped Children University of North Carolina atChapel Hill The issues are presented in
every of their complexity buttranslated into vocabulary that is clear, immediate, and easy to check out. I amvery grateful
to the authors for offering a very credible,useful, and relevant addition to your field to greatly help the manyadvocates
and family members practitioners to better understand theexciting new developments and how they can be applied in
ourday to day work.D.—
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MOST Comprehensive book about them there is As a Special Educator of 20 years and also the parent of a kid on the
Autism Spectrum, I could express with certainty that is the most comprehensive, authoritative, up-to-date, reader-
friendly book on Autism in existence. I have purchased many books and this is the Only 1 I would recommend to parents
of children on the spectrum. It really is heavy on science and light on mumbo-jumbo, but it is not a difficult read. I make
reference to it over and over for information and reassurance.. Five Stars book for school best price This is an excellent
book, written in easy to understand format This is a great book, written in easy to understand format! Would recommend
to any mother or father, professional, para-professional in the field! Would recommend to everyone Awesome book for
someone dealing with child with autism. Easy placing order Delivery promptly. If somebody in your life has an Autism
Spectrum Disorder, make sure you be kind to yourself and buy this book today. The single best book on autism and
developmental disabilities I have read to day. Volkmar is a world' authority, and his co-author and wife can be a
practicing pediatrician. Perfectly written and appreciated! I will be referring this for certain! The single best book on
autism and developmental disabilities I've read . . It includes chapters on safety, seizures, medications, sleep and
medical condition as well as characteristics of autism..would recommend to everyone to at least read to help understand
Great information in readable format This book is accessible and readable. It's a perfect companion for parents as they
navigate through the procedure of identification and treatment. As a speech pathologist with a decade working with
autistic kids and adolescents, and as a parent of a 4-year-outdated with autism, I would recommend this publication as
an excellent reference for both parents and specialists. Great source for parents and professionals Dr. Disappointed. For
the professional, it's a fantastic overview resource that touches on a group strategy toward ASDs. It is a great teacher
reference to be certain, but I bought it more for house make use of with my autistic kid. Each chapter includes FAQs by
parents. Easy placing order. It's Filled with information and easy to read.. Definitely a must-have for anyone whose life is
influenced by autism. An excellent book.. Superb Autism Book for Parents Volkmar and Wiesner's reserve is the most in
depth, authoritiative and readable book on autism for parents. Regarding to the book, it is awesome and educational.
Highly Informative, Authoritative Text Definitely. Highly informative with adequate references to other resources.
Damaged "New" product This was said to be a new book but it can damaged. Volkmar isn't as sexy as Jenny McCarthy,
but he knows a heck of a lot more about autism.
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